acoustic property
age cohort
allomorph
allophone
allophonic rules
articulatory property
ash
assessment
auditory-visual mapping of speech sounds
autosegmental phonology
bimorphemic cluster
binary feature
caret
categorical perception
citation form
closed syllable
cluster
cluster element
coarticulation
cognate
continuant
cooing
criterion-referenced test
delayed imitation
diacritic
diphthong
discrimination training
distinctive feature
Early 8, Middle 8, Late 8
emerging phonology
epsilon
esh
evaluation
external discrimination
external microphone
ezh
feature distance
feature geometry
feature tier
flap
formal screening
generative grammar
generative phonology
gloss
glottal stop
grammatical morpheme
high amplitude (preferential) sucking
homorganic
homotypic
hooked 3
hooked schwa
iambic
idiosyncratic (unusual) phonological process
informal screening
initial impressions
intelligibility
internal discrimination
intonation
jargon
linguistic perception
Locke's Speech Production- Perception Task (SP-PT)
manner
markedness
meter
metrical phonology
minimal pair
morpheme structure rules
morphophonemic rules
mouth-to-microphone distance
natural phonology
natural sound class
naturalness
nonlinear phonology
normative data
open o
open syllable
overlapping speech
perceptual constancy
phone
phoneme
phoneme mastery
• phonemic
• phonetic
• phonetic form
• phonetic inventory
• phonological representation
• phonological rule
• phonology of first 50 words
• place
• prelinguistic vocalization
• primary stress
• process suppression
• progressive idiom
• raw score
• recording level
• reduplicated babbling
• residual errors
• rhythm
• schwa
• screening
• script a
• secondary stress
• sequential constraints
• singleton
• small cap l
• sound avoidance
• sound preference
• special populations
• speech delay
• speech normalization
• standard score
• stimulability
• stress
• strong vowel
• suprasegmentals
• syllabic consonant
• Syllable Structural Level (SSL)
• theta
• thorn
• trochaic
• underlying representation
• upsilon
• variable process usage
• variegated babbling
• vocal play
• voice onset time
• vowel reduction
• weak vowel
• whole word accuracy
• word shape